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MEETING OF THE ASSOCIATION FOR SYMBOLIC LOGIC

MADISON1982

A meetingof the Associationfor Symbolic Logic was hcld at the WisconsinCenter,University
of Wisconsin, Madison, on April 16-17,1982,in conjunction with a me€ting of the American
Mathematical Society. There were four invited hour addresscs:Ward Henson, Barwch space
model theory, David Kueker, Somenpdel-theoretic conjecturesand stability. Menachem Magidor,
Coantableunionsof cowtructible sets,and John Stel, Determlnacy in the Mitchell models,There
were twelve contributed lecturesand two contributed papers presentedby title. The abstracts
follow.
H. Jenoue KersreR,Chairman
IRVING H. ANELLIS, Formal arithmetic and the definition of number.
The attempt to constructarithmetic within a formal logical systemdatesto Frege.The attempt
by Peano [5] to axiomatizearithmetic is weak, since the Peano axiom system fails to provide
an inferencerule for derivingformulas (scet6l). Without an inferencerule, the arithmetic formulas
in the Peano systemcan merely be listed, and are not obtained logically; worse, introduction
into Peanoarithmetic of inferencerules and strong mathematicalinduction leads to an inconsistency(seetll). The systemsof Frege [2], [3], Z*rmelo [91.and Whiteheadand Russell[7] are
rigorous formal systemsin which arithmetic can be constructedby introduction into the syntax
of first-order functional calculusof a set of preciselydcfined operators(addition, multiplication,
identity) and functions (number, and number-gcneratorssuch as successorand ancestraland
proper ancestral),and at least one constant (zero), while in contrast Peano'ssystempresentsa
recursivedefinition (Definition l0 of [5D of namberrather than a number-generator.Each system
(but specifically Frege's and Whitehcad-Russell's)becomesmore felicitous if a second-order
functional calculus is usod to develop arithmetic, although familiar diffculties, most notably
the RussellParadox,obtain for a sccond-orderfunctional calculuswhosesemanticinterpretation
is extensionalistic(whether Fregean Wertverlaufor Russellianset-theoretic).Wc will not dwell
upon thesedifhculties,but rather provide the formalization of arithmetic employing the axioms
of Zermelo.
With a constructionof Zermeloarithmetic, the formalization of intuitive arithmetic as primitivc
recursivearithmetic completed, we examine the formalizations of Frege and Russell, on the
basisof which it can clearly be shown that such authors as Hambourgcr [4] who speak of the
"Frcge-Russclldefinition of number" are guilty of conflating two quite distinct constructions.
Finally, elucidating the set-theoreticsemanticof Russell.it is shown that the claim by Wittgrnstein [8], that such statementsas'two is a number' are ill-formed and consequentlyincapable,
as an "illegitimate totality", of serving as a wff in the system,is erroneous,
Dedicated to Jean van Heijenoort's SeventiethBirthday.
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PAUL BANKSTON, Semanticpreservationby functors of algebrasof continuousfunctiorc.
We define three first order languagesLr, Lc, Is as follows: 11 has predicate symbols for
points, sets, and membership(thore is a natural semanticrelationship (e-satisfaction)between
topological spacesand Lrsentences); lc has symbolsrepresentingall continuousfinitary operations on the real line (it is appropriateto considersets Cr(X) of boundedcontinuousreal-valued
functions defined on the spaceX to be l6"algebras); and ls is simply the languageof Boolean
algebras(we let 8(x) denote the Boolean algebra of clopen subsetsof x).
Employing three distinct "ultrapowey'' constructions,we prove the following.
Tnsonnu l, I*t X and Y be Tichonovspocessatisfyingthe sameL7-sentences.
ThenB(Xland
B(Y) satisfy the same Ls-sentence&,and Ct(X) and C'(Y) satisfy the same posirive universal
Lc.sentences.(The conversesare folse.)
Tnroneu 2. Izt X and Y be strcngly $4imensional Tichorcv spaces.If B(X, and f,41y)satish
the sameLrsentences then Ct(X) and Ct(Y) sattsfythe same positiveuniversalLs.sentences.
M. BICKFORD and C- F. MILLS, Inwnessproperties/or r.e. sets,
Notation.A is an r.e. set. D, is thefiniteset with canonicalindex u. lor; eea{ is aneffective
list of truth table (tt-) conditions.We write A s ?,C if there is a B-recursivefunction / suchthat
Vn(n e A,- C ts o1a>\.If .B = 0 we writejust ,t{ S,rC.
Dnnnmox. The A-correct conteu of W (we writc W lA) is IV f) (u: D" fi A : el .
DerNrrroN.I is low if A' 570'equiv. A, SrO,. A is low, if A, 5 7O'.
DnnNtnoFI. ,S is an e-oracleset lor A if S is finite and for somer e S, lY,lA c ll,and if
lA"lA is finite then IZ, is finite.
We say A has singleton (resp-4, Yr, Xfr oracle sersif there is a recursivefunctionr.lf,,such that
for every e, t.fk)l (rcsp. Dy1a, W1<6, flfa) is an e-oracleset for l.
TnsoREIvtl. (a) (Soare)A' Sr0' ,-, A has singletonoracle sets,
(b) A' S j10" * A has $oracle sets.
(c) A'sl; 0'* Ahas\oraclesets.
(d) A' Sr0' *-+A has Xloracle sets.
REtranx. (a) and (d) characterize low and low, sets respectively.We call se1ssatisfying
(c) soberand those satisfying (bl depressed.Theseclassesare all distinct.
TlrBonsu2. Low g depressedg sober E bwr.
In the proof of Theorem2 we usethe relativization of
Tnronsu 3, Thefottowing are equivalent.
(a) A' S*0' (we call such setsabject).
(b) Therearerecursivef,gsuchthatforeyerye
w1a,yI w,atd I wfr,rl <sG)andif w,l A
*AthenWsc,>lA+O.
We have many resultsconccrningabject sets.For example,
Txeonsu 4. (a\ Thereare abject setsA and B suchthat K Sr A @B.
(b) lf A is abject,and B r.e. and K S.* A @ B, then K 3*r, B.
Finally, we have the followinCjump interpolation theorem.
Tneonru 5. If B 3rC are r,e, setsard X is a setsuchthat B'S7X 3rC', thenthereis an r.e.
set A suchthat B 37A 37C and X SrA, SrX.
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G.M. BRENNER, I techniquefor constructing bolean algehrasfrom trees, so that properties
of the trees are inherited.
Given the well-foundedtree (I, <r),we let for all r e T, S{ : lu e T: u Zrtl; then define
the tree algebrageneratedby T,87, as the closureof (Srr: t e Tl under finite set unions and complernentationrelativeto the set Z. It is intercstingto note that 8r inheritsa numberof the properties of ?n
Tnronsu l. For all teT we let As denotethe numberof immediatesuccessorsto t in T. If a
tree T satlsfiesA. height T = a,B.lor all t eT, card A, is regular and uncountable,and C, for
all distinct u, t eT, catd A" * catd Ar, then 87 is rigid (i.e. has no tmnidentityautomorphisms\.
Tneoneu 2 (BneNNEnlNp MoNr). If K is a regular, uncountablecardinal and T doesnot have
a (well-orderedl chain of length K, then 87 does not have a well-orderedchain of length K,
Tnsonru 3. II Tr embedsin 7", then 87, embedsin 87*
Tneonnu 4. Given tee T, we let T* denote the tree extending T by the addition of a node at
the end of each partial branch C (C is a partial branch if C is a subsetof a branch satisfying u e
Cat<u+teC)oflimitlength.TheStonespaceofBTisisomorphictothesetTrurderthe
topologywith fusiE tsl' - Ep.1SB:.Iis a finite subsetof Tand t e Jl .
We have investigatedthe closure propertiesof the classof tree algebrasunder homomorphic
image,substructureand other operationsas well as the relation of tree algebrasto interval algebras.These topics will be covered in other papers.
MIKE CANJAR, Model-theoretic properties of countable ultraproducts without CH.
We examine model-theoreticproperties of U-Prod N where U is a nonprincipal ultrafilter
on ro,and N is the structureartogetherwith all its finitary functionsand relations.This structure
is al,-saturated,hencesaturatedif CH holds. We examinewhat can occur in models of ZFC +
-'CH.
Cohenmodel. Add & Cohen reals to a model of ZFC + GCH. We show that for all regular
pncountablecardinalsa,b < k there exist ultrafilters Uo,l so that the nonstandardpart of UProd(ar,<) has coinitiality : a and, cofinality : 6. We show how to make theseultrafilters
selectiveif a - 6. Alternatively these ultrafilters can be constructed so that U-Prod N has no
least sky. For a : b : k we can construct the ultrafilter so that U-Prod .|y'is saturated.These
ultrafilterscan be amalgamatedin order to obtain infinitely many nonisomorphicultraproducts
of (ar, <). When & > or,, there will be continuum many of these. Moreover when rt > ar, we
can get continuum many ultrafilters whoseultraproductsof (ar, a, *) are nonisomorphic.(Under
CH, all suchultraproductsare isomorphic.)
Randomreal model. Add k random reals to a model of ZFC + GCH. It is easyto seethat all
ultraproductsin this model will have cofinality : @r,which precludessaturation.We prove
the existenceof ultraproductswith the following saturationproperty: they consistof a saturated
model of the theory of N plus a top sky. The propertiesof theseultrafilters are discussed.This
seemsto be the maximal amount of saturation possiblein this model: There are Dedekind
cuts in the top sky of every ultraproduct where the cofinality of the lower segmentand the
coinitialityof the upper segmentare both arr.Also we show that in this modetthereare,for any
uncountableregulara, ultrafilters U so that a is the coinitiality of the nonstandardpart of
U-Prod(ar,<).
JOHN CASE, KEMAL EBCIOGLU and MARK FULK, R.e. inseparoblegeneral and subrecursiveindex sets.
For A and 8 disjoint sets,,{ is r.e. inseparable.from.B iff every r.e. supersetof Ameets B. A
is efectively r,e. inseparable
from B iff one can recursivelyfind from any r.e. index .r, a counterexampfeto the separationof A from B by lA,.
On the general recursivelevel two main theoremsare obtained. The first provides a strong
sufficientcondition for one index set to be effectivelyr.e. inseparablefrom another.It is proved
by Kleene's Parametric Recursion Theorem and actually yields a characterizationif the first
index set is for a singletonclass.It also immediatelyimpliesRice'sTheorcm,its extensionsincluding the Rice-Shapiro-Myhill-McNaughton
Theorem [Ro 67], and improvementsof the
so-calledrelative solvability results of Rogers [Ro 67, p. 4ll.The second theorem provides a
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stronger sumcient condition, but for not necessarilyeffective, r.e. inseparability.This theorem
is proved by the k-ary recursion theorem.
Also examinedare various subrecursiveanalogsof the abovetheorems.Theseare somewhat
in the spirit of Kozen's subrecursiveversion of Rice's Theorem [Ko 80]. Here the subrecursive
forms of the appropriate recursion theorems are employed: the recursion theorctic methods
descendinto the subrecursiveat least down to reasonableindexings for simultaneouslinear
time and log spaceIRC 821.
Finally concrete analysis of a special case of a subrecursiveanalog casts serious doubt on
an informaf philosophicalargumentof Putnam [Pu 80, pp.Z90*29llthat the syntax of a certain
fogicaf languagepossesses
an intrinsic fast, short grammar or decisionprocedurewhich parallels
the correspondingtruth definition.
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J.C.E. DEKKER, Isob and balancedblock designswith 7: l.
The word "number" standsfor nonnegativeinteger,"set" for collectionof numbersand "c/ass"
forcoflectionof sets.A BBD on a finite seta of cardinalityZ 2 is a class/" of subsetsof o(called
blocks\ for wbich there exist positive numbers k, r, tr such that k > 2 and (i) all blockshave
cardinality &, (ii) everyelementof a o@ursin exactly r blocks,and (iii) everytwo distinct elements
of a occur together in exactly ,i blocks. The numbers y : card o, b = card /", k, r andi are the
parametersof
f.ThebasicrelationsbetweentheparametersofaBBDare:
bk
vrand r(k - t7t(v - l). Using partial recursivefunctions we generalizethe notion of a BBD on a finite set
to that of an arBBD on an isolated set. We then prove BK : VR and X(/( - l) : 7(l/ - l),
where Iz, B, K, R are isols instead of numbers,while i remainsfinite. As exampleswe discuss
thecasesK:3,,1 :l(Steinertriplesystems)tndV:B,K:l(,i:l(projectiveplanes).
kt c denotethe cardinality of the continuum. While there ar€ only denumerablymany BBDs
on 6nite sets,thereare c ar-BBDson isolatedsets.Among thesethere are c Steinertriple systems
(whose orders need not be = I or 3 modulo 6) and c projective planes.
STEVE GRANTHAM, Galvin'stree game.
L€t C be the classof treeswithout infinite branches.For S, T in G,the Galvingame(S: Tl
is playedas follows: a white pawn is placedat the root of S, a black pawn at the root of ?i and
playerswhite and black alternately move either pawn from the node it is on to any immediate
successornode; the winner is that player whose pawn reachesa terminal node ("queens") first.
White movesfirst. Galvin showedwhite wins (T: T'l for any 2. We extend this result to the case
in which black is given infinitely many copiesof the tree by definingvaluationfunctionson the
nodesof thesetreeswhich enablean expticit strategyto be given. We also definean equivalence
relation on G and a well-ordering of the equivalenceclassesin terms of Galvin's game and use
the valuationfunctionsto study the propertiesof this well-ordering,€.9.,thereareonly N,eguivalence classesof countable trees, even though there are 2H.nonisomorphic countable trees
(no matter how large 2*" is). Furthermore, there is a countable tree whose prxlecessorsin the
well-orderinghave order type ON (the type of the ordinals).
MATT KAUFMANN, Blunt and toplessend exrcnsiorrs.
If 9{ is a model of ZFC, say that cof (8I) > ctrif its classof ordinals has uncountablecofinality.

